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If someone looked you in the eye and said: I can wave a magic wand and get you UNSTUCK rightIf someone looked you in the eye and said: I can wave a magic wand and get you UNSTUCK right

now... so that you'll have all the ideas you need in life to make money or live better, how much isnow... so that you'll have all the ideas you need in life to make money or live better, how much is

that worth?that worth?

In 2005, the worst nightmare of Richard Dotts' professional career as an entrepreneur and consultant happened. HeIn 2005, the worst nightmare of Richard Dotts' professional career as an entrepreneur and consultant happened. He

ran out of ideas - moneymaking ideas, business ideas, problem-solving ideas, book ideas, marketing ideas, productran out of ideas - moneymaking ideas, business ideas, problem-solving ideas, book ideas, marketing ideas, product

ideas. Nothing he came up with seemed to work for himself or his clients. For the next two years, he would read oneideas. Nothing he came up with seemed to work for himself or his clients. For the next two years, he would read one

creativity or idea-generation book after another, trying to "get unstuck". But nothing worked.creativity or idea-generation book after another, trying to "get unstuck". But nothing worked.

Whether you are an entrepreneur, author, coach, consultant or even an employee, your livelihood depends on you

generating good ideas that other people will pay forgenerating good ideas that other people will pay for. Your employers pay you for the ideas you generate, so do your

clients. You get promoted or hired based on them. But what happens if you suddenly find yourself unmotivated,

procrastinating and unable to come up with any good, profitable ideas? 

Looking back at those two darkest years, Richard Dotts realized that what he needed back then wasn't "more ideas" or

"more creativity". That's why all of the books he read in those days did not work for him... those are already for people

with lots of creative juices flowing! But what about a person whose creative juices have stopped flowing completely,
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and nothing seems to even remotely work? 

In his latest work What To Do When You Are STUCK?What To Do When You Are STUCK?, bestselling spiritual author and teacher Richard Dotts adopts

a practical approach to ideas and solutions generation in life. Whether you are stuck in business, your career, or just

life in general, unable to find the motivation and strength to move on after a setback, this book contains 6 quick jabs

that will jolt and shock you into action in no time... even before you finish reading! 

These are the very same techniques that Dotts has used for himself to build 4 successful and separate careers from

scratch, in 4 distinct fields. Discover: 

How to generate a stream of creative ideas and solutions... when you have run out of steam and nothing seems

to work

How to jolt yourself back into action after suffering a setback or negative event

How to deal with chronic procrastination or laziness, or that feeling of apathy in life

And more...

This is not a theoretical book filled with theories and ideas. This is an ACTION book specially designed andThis is not a theoretical book filled with theories and ideas. This is an ACTION book specially designed and

written to JOLT you into positive action, even before you finish reading the book and set it down!written to JOLT you into positive action, even before you finish reading the book and set it down!
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